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A small Idaho town with larger-than-life spirits is investigated by a founding member of the

Scientific Paranormal Investigative Research Organization. From the Native American tribes

who first inhabited the land to the gold rush prospectors who flocked to the burgeoning town in

the 1860s, Pocatello’s legacy is defined by fascinating historical figures and colorful characters.

But many restless souls from the city’s past refuse to fade quietly into history. Join author John

Brian as he records the voices and visions that haunt Pocatello today. Whether it’s the long-

dead theater devotee who still attends shows at Frazier Hall, the specter of a woman who

evaded a judge at the Bannock County Courthouse, or the many spirits that haunt a farm built

on sacred Shoshoni tribal land, this collection proves that the Gate City is flooded with

ghosts. Includes photos! “The stories in the book, Brian explains, are not reminiscent of

exaggerated late-night horror flicks, but rather, the real life stories from the people who

experienced them.” —Idaho State Journal

About the AuthorJohn Brian was born and raised in Pocatello, Idaho. He earned a degree in

Anthropology from Idaho State University. With the help of friends and family, Brian formed

SPIRO Paranormal. Brian presents the popular Haunted History Tour every October in

Pocatello. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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History from the Gate City is the product of six years of paranormal investigation by John Brian

and SPIRO Paranormal. John was born and raised in Pocatello and has a BA in anthropology

and Spanish from Idaho State University. He also attended La Universidad de Guadalajara in

Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico. John worked in Mexico and Latin America as an anthropologist

but returned to Idaho in 2001. John and Lisa Brian are married and have four children: John

David, Ellie, Megan and Brisa.After returning home, John wanted to continue working in

anthropology on his own. Paranormal research became an excellent way for him to continue to

work in the field. John focused not on the reported hauntings but on the people who were

having the experience. From this prospective, SPIRO Paranormal investigates ghostly

encounters from a social science viewpoint, making it truly “scientific.”In 2009, Old Town

Pocatello, Inc. joined with SPIRO Paranormal to host the Haunted History Tour. The tour has

become very successful and is highly anticipated by the community. The event allows the

public to enter historic buildings and hear stories of possible paranormal activity. Since SPIRO

investigates all of the buildings prior to the tour, actual evidence of paranormal activity is

presented at some of the locations. The year 2013 will mark the fifth-annual Haunted History

Tour.Over the five years of presenting the Haunted History Tour, John has recorded many

firsthand accounts of paranormal experiences. Ghosts of Pocatello: Haunted History from the

Gate City is an attempt to put some of these stories with a historical perspective into the public

record. All of the stories included in this book are based on real events and locations. Names

have been changed and some stories have been altered but generally follow the facts as told

to the writer. Some of the stories are based on the experiences from the members of SPIRO

Paranormal and others from the people with whom they have come into contact. It is our

intention to record these stories as an oral tradition for the people of Pocatello.It is my sincere

hope you enjoy the stories contained in this book.HISTORY OF POCATELLOThe city of

Pocatello was named after the Native American Shoshoni chief Pocatello, who allowed

passage of the railroad through the Fort Hall Indian Reservation. Fort Hall, just north of

Pocatello, was established by Nathaniel Jarvis Wyeth and became an important trading post on

the Snake River in 1846. The trading post was located at the end of a five-hundred-mile

convergence between the Oregon and California trails, serving as the main mercantile

throughout the area in the 1850s.When gold was discovered in 1860, immigrants flocked to



Idaho in hopes of striking it rich. Along with the migrants came the railroad lines. Originally

called Pocatello Junction, Pocatello’s origin was that of a rail stop during the Idaho Gold Rush.

It was not until gold rush frenzy diminished that settlers really began arriving in the area to stay.

In 1882, commercial and residential expansion emerged in Pocatello, giving birth to the

“warehouse district” that would later become an important agricultural and commercial hub for

the Northwest.Pocatello’s history began very differently than most of its neighboring towns.

Unlike many of the surrounding cities, which trace their lineage to religious roots, Pocatello had

a very dark beginning. Ruffians, speak-easies, opium dens, gambling and prostitution were just

a few things common in Pocatello’s colorful past. The city also maintained an extensive

underground tunnel system believed to be used in the transport of money, entering secret

gambling speak-easies or simply as escape routes. Some of these tunnels still exist

today.Aboveground, Pocatello’s Main Street was the social center of the city, boasting opera

houses and theaters such as the Auditorium, the Princess Theater, the Lyric, the Center Street

Orpheum, the Gem & Star, the Crown, the Rex, the Capitol and the Chief Theater. As the

population of Pocatello grew, so did the number of opera houses and theaters. The Princess

Theater was made famous in the 1954 musical A Star is Born in which Judy Garland sang

“Born in a Trunk.” The song told about the birth of Garland’s character at the Princess Theater

in Pocatello.The theaters and culture of Pocatello attracted a variety of fascinating individuals,

including two presidents, Theodore Roosevelt in 1902 and William Howard Taft in 1908. Both

men spoke on the grounds of Pocatello High School, which was constructed 1892. The high

school had many important functions in the community. Used as the town’s central meeting

hall, Pocatello High School held concerts, town meetings and sporting events. It was the most

majestic building in the region; it was a vital part of the up-and-coming city and is still an

integral part of the city today.As a Pocatello native, I have come to know and love the vibrant

history of my beautiful city. I enjoy sharing the history and stories, which allow others to gain a

new perspective on the past and perhaps peer through a window into our own

future.CHAPTER 1THE GHOST OF POCATELLO HIGH SCHOOLPocatello High School

loomed in front of Grant as his car turned the corner in the overcast morning light. Grant smiled

as he came face to face with the prodigious school. It never failed to amaze him as he gazed at

the beautiful architecture of the one-hundred-year-old school, and he marveled at how well it

had withstood the test of time. The original school was built in 1892 and became the town

square in the developing city of Pocatello. The community used the building for community

plays, sports and Sunday picnics. The building was also an important gathering point for the

region, even attracting two United States presidents to campaign at the school. In 1914, a fire

in the boiler room caused a massive inferno, devastating the structure, burning it to the ground.

It took three years to rebuild the school on the same spot as the original. Pocatello High School

was reopened in 1917 and continues to stand as a centerpiece in Old Town Pocatello.Grant

was in a hurry because it was Thanksgiving morning. He had not finished his work from the

night before due to a family event. His wife had gotten up with him to start preparing the

delicious meal that would be waiting for him when he finished his work. It had been raining all

night and Grant could still hear the rain falling outside. He walked the long halls of the massive

high school, where he had been the janitor for over twenty years. It was quiet in the hallways,

and Grant enjoyed the time to himself. Over the years, he had become accustomed to being

alone in the century-old building. During his time at the school, Grant had heard of strange

things happening when people were by themselves in the building. Many of the other janitors

were apprehensive about being in the school alone.Historic Pocatello High School.Some of

Grant’s co-workers believed the school was haunted, but he did not believe in ghosts. One



janitor told a story of being alone in a downstairs bathroom when all of the toilets began to

flush at the same time. Another faculty member was called to the school when the elevator

went crazy and began to go up and down all by itself. A repair man was called but never found

the problem. Finally, there was the story of a young librarian who hanged herself on a

chandelier. The urban legend said the librarian was in love but was left at the altar. She was so

distraught that she committed suicide in the library. For over thirty years, people have seen the

apparition of the lonely librarian standing in the library window.Grant never let ghost stories

bother him when he was at work. As he walked the hallways of the three-story building, he

thought of all of the delicious food waiting for him at home. Turkey, pumpkin pie, cranberries,

olives, salads, ham, mashed potatoes and gravy, followed by football after the evening feast.

Oh, how Grant loved Thanksgiving. He rushed to empty the garbage cans in the classrooms

throughout the school. He knew he was close to being done and could return home to spend

the rest of the holiday with his family.Grant finished emptying the trash and took the bags out to

the dumpster. He was disappointed to find the rain falling even harder than when he arrived.

After finishing all the other responsibilities, Grant began his final task of the morning. He had

purposefully left this job until last. Even though he had worked in Pocatello High School for

more than two decades, he still felt anxious in the trophy room. The trophy room was the oldest

part of the school. It was located in the middle of the building, just off the main hallway, across

from the principal’s office. Many called it the heart of Poky High because of its location and the

feeling of stepping back in time. The awards of the past century filled the cases and acted as a

reminder of the generations that had passed through the school. It was not the room itself that

made Grant felt uneasy; it was the stairway located at the other side of the room. The stairway

led down to an unused gymnasium, which had been a swimming pool many years before.In the

first part of the twentieth century, the pool had been used for swim meets until a tragedy

occurred. It was believed that a student had drowned in the pool, and the school had changed

it into a gymnasium. Generations of Pocatello High students believed the gymnasium and

trophy room were haunted by the spirit of the student who had died.Trophy room, “the heart” of

Pocatello High School.Grant began to mop the floor. He knew he was close to being able to

return home to his family. He focused on the job, working quickly but with attention to detail.

With each pass of the mop, the task came closer to the end. Soon he was at the back of the

room, nearly done and nearly free. Grant dipped the mop one last time. As he pushed the mop

across the floor, Grant began to sense he was not alone. He raised his head slowly and looked

around the room. Everything was quiet, and then he saw him. A boy was standing in the

doorway from the main hall. Grant was startled for a moment but then noticed the boy was

dripping wet. He looked like any other boy, wearing jeans, sneakers and a red cotton jacket.

The boy looked cold, scared and disoriented. Grant could feel the atmosphere change. The

melancholy figure seemed to drain any light from the room. Grant was baffled as to why the

boy was there or how he had gotten in the school.“What are you doing here?” Grant asked.The

boy responded, “I came in out of the rain.”“Well, how did you get in? The doors are locked,”

Grant replied.The boy flashed a shy, embarrassed glance and then looked away, hiding his

face from Grant.“No, I just came in out of the rain.” The boy forced the sound from his lips as if

it caused him great pain.“Well, I’m sorry, son, but you can’t be in here. I will walk you to the

door,” Grant said as he turned to put the mop back into the bucket.Grant looked away from the

boy for only a second, but when he turned to walk him out, the boy was gone. He was not

startled because he thought the boy had quickly started down the hall heading for the door. As

Grant entered the main hall, he suddenly realized no one was there. The hallway was too long

for the boy to have made it to the door. Even if he had run, there were no doors he could have



ducked into. Grant ran to the end of the hall where it was crossed by another hallway that

spanned the width of the south end of the building. It was empty. The high school was large

and had many entrances from the outside. The problem was the alarm system; it would have

sounded if any of the entrances were disturbed. Grant had rearmed it when he came in. Still,

he checked every door, but they were all locked and the alarm was set.With each passing

moment, the uneasy feeling in his stomach began to grow. Grant knew what he had seen but

could not accept what it meant. He began to rationalize how the boy could have left the building

without setting off the alarms. All of the doors in the school were locked except the bathrooms.

Yes, the bathrooms did not have doors, and the boy could be hiding in a stall. Systematically,

Grant searched the bathrooms, one by one. He checked them all, both male and female, until

they all came up empty.Main hallway in Pocatello High School.What had he seen? Who was

the boy? Why had he seemed so sad? All of these questions raced through his head. Suddenly

it was too much, and Grant ran to the exit. He ran through the doors as fast as he could and

didn’t even take the time to put away his mop. He jumped in his car and drove home in the

pouring rain.Grant returned to the school and continued working there for many years. He

never saw the boy again but always remembered the melancholy figure he met in the trophy

room at Pocatello High School.CHAPTER 2SHADOW MANDenver was one those people you

couldn’t believe. With his Marilyn Manson look and combat boots, no one took him seriously.

He was the drummer of a garage band and went everywhere on a skateboard. John and Caleb

always made fun of him when he passed them on the street. His family owned a store in the

old part of Pocatello, so Denver passed John’s house almost every day. The two boys would

yell at Denver to stop and tell them about his latest experience. Denver always had some crazy

story about people following him, getting into fights or being abducted by aliens. John and

Caleb would laugh at the far-fetched accounts and send Denver on his way, taunting him as he

left. Denver seemed completely oblivious that John and Caleb were making fun of him. He was

always willing to stop and share his outlandish tales. This routine continued until the day

Denver invited them to the store warehouse.School would soon be starting again as summer

gave way to fall. John was enjoying the afternoon shooting baskets with Caleb in front of his

house. As the boys finished their game of HORSE, a lanky figure dressed in black rolled down

the sidewalk on a skateboard. When the figure approached the house, John grabbed Caleb’s

arm to alert him to who was coming. Denver rolled up to the driveway as John and Caleb

stepped out onto the sidewalk.“Hey Denver, what have you been doing?” John asked in a

sarcastic tone. “Any more aliens following you around, and are they going to beam you up to

the mothership?” John and Caleb laughed as they looked at Denver mockingly.Historic

warehouse on First Street.“Oh, hey guys,” Denver responded in his typical monotone voice. His

long black hair covered his face as he stared at the ground. “I had something crazy happen to

me last night.”“What, some guy jumped out of a dumpster and beat you up?” Caleb shouted,

cutting off Denver midsentence.“No, that’s a good one, but it was something down at my

family’s warehouse,” Denver continued his story with a new passion in his voice. “I couldn’t

sleep last night, so I went down to the warehouse at two in the morning. I like to practice on my

drums at night when it is nice and quiet. When I got down there, I went into the room where my

drums are, and I noticed my drumsticks were missing. I started looking for them all over the

building, and I finally found them in the back in the freight elevator. I don’t know how they got

there, but I know I didn’t put them there. Anyways, so I go back to my drums and start

practicing. While I’m playing this song I wrote for my mom, I get this feeling I’m being watched. I

get up and start walking around. It’s about three in the morning now, when I see this guy

standing in the back by the freight elevator, but he wasn’t like a normal guy, he was just a



shadow. I’m looking at him when he starts chasing me. I ran up to the second floor, and the

whole time I’m looking back at this shadow man chasing me. Finally, I make it to the front door,

and I get out of there. I ran all the way home but not before I grabbed my board.”“That is

incredible,” John responded with a smirk on his face. “Man, you were lucky not to get caught by

that shadow man. I hear shadow men are about the worst thing you can tangle with.”“Yah, I

was lucky to get out of there alive,” Denver said with some concern. “That shadow man doesn’t

want me playing my drums because of the noise. That is why he hid my drumsticks.”Caleb

couldn’t contain himself any more. “Denver, you are such a liar! Why do you always tell us

these stupid stories? We know you made them up.”“No, it’s the honest truth.” Denver pleaded. “I

can prove it to you guys. Meet me at the warehouse tonight at two, and I will show the shadow

man to you.”John and Caleb looked at each other hesitantly. John spoke first, “I don’t know if I

can get out that late.”“Yah, two in the morning is pretty late to be out down by the railroad

tracks.” Caleb added.“Come on guys, I go down to the warehouse at night all the time. It

doesn’t bother me even with the shadow man chasing me,” said Denver, suddenly switching to

the offensive. “I mean, you guys aren’t scared, right?”“No, we aren’t scared,” both John and

Caleb responded together. “We’ll be there at two, and we’ll prove there is no shadow man.”“OK

dudes, I’ll meet you in front of the warehouse. Don’t be late,” Denver confirmed as he skated

away.Caleb spent the night at John’s house. They slept outside in the backyard so they could

leave without being noticed. The time arrived, and the two boys headed down to the old part of

town. The warehouse was located on First Street, next to the railroad yards. The yellow light

from the street lamps gave the road an eerie glow. The trains filled the air with the sound of

diesel engines and the occasional boom as the train cars came together.Denver could be seen

standing in the doorway of the brick building as John and Caleb arrived. “Glad to see you made

it. I was afraid you wouldn’t come,” Denver shouted.
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Jamie, “Old Town Pocatello and John Brian's Paranormal Research. This book was enjoyable,

especially since I knew about several of the "haunted" locations in Old Town Pocatello, Idaho.

(My ancestors were town pioneers, living nearby and working in some of the locations.) Quick

and fun read, it has some interesting videos on youtube, also described in this book. "Old

Town Pocatello", has featured "Haunted History Walking Tours" in October for several years.

John's paranormal research crews are at each location toured.  A lot of scary fun.”

John B, “Good Book. Excellent book about the haunted history of Pocatello. I recommend it for

anyone wanting to know more about ghosts in Pocatello.”

cindy cannon, “YES FINALLY. LOVED IT KNEW SOME OF THE PLACES!! IT KEPT ME

WONDERING CLEAR TO THE END THANKS SO MUCH!!! ALL OF YOU STORY TELLERS”
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Claudio Avila, “Entertaining read, get it now.. This is a fun read. Read it late at night by the fire

side with a hot cup of cocoa.”

The one and only, “Great Read about the Gate City!. Loved this book! Great stories about

people and buildings around Pocatello, ID, not just ghost stories! The stories are captivating

from the get-go. John Brian has shown his talent as a new author!”

The book by John Brian has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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